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Off The Grid Living - Renewable Energy - Learn How To Build Home Made Wind Power
Generator.

Bret Parker Explains his Secrets to building his own home made wind power generator at home for only a
fraction of the cost of commercial models. How did he do it?

Aug. 3, 2009 - PRLog -- How did he do it?

Bret has been living off the grid with only solar and wind power for many years. Bret built his own house
and set out to find a cost effective way to power his entire house with solar electricity and eliminate the
worries of receiving a power bill each month. 

Bret and his family wanted to live completely off the grid and generated solar electricity from the sun but
not sacrifice the luxuries of town living. 

[http://www.make-a-solar-panl.com]

The home was going to support a self sufficient small crop garden which needs extra power for water
pumps and lights and a small packaging machine. 

HOW.  To use Alternative energy

Save the planet, Environment, reduce carbon gases, green house effect, free electricity, save money, no
power bill, living the alternative life style with renewable energy basically comes down to 

Making Your Own Solar Panel. There’s no other way.

Solar electricity is generated from solar power panels and the only way to create this solar electricity is to
make your own residential or domestic solar panels and install the diy solar power panels as a home solar
power system that can includes wind power and you will need to construct or build a home made wind
power generator.

For some time Bret investigated the wind energy option and set about looking at all alternatives and finally
decided he would design and build his own home wind power generator to compliment his solar power and
finally remove himself from the power grid completely.

Bret and his family live off grid with solar and wind power that they built themselves and 
Bret explains all in great detail in his make a solar panel package and you can be confident with his
manuals and guides as he knows the home solar power system works because he has done everything in the
manuals. 

Bret’s family is no different than yours just regular people who just wanted to make a difference in their
lives. They wanted to eliminate the electricity costs because they knew they would be using extra electricity
with the garden. 

Their project has proven to be a great addition to the house renewable energy system. In fact, Bret is so
confident that this is the fastest way for any family to get started reducing their power bills.

Today we live 100% Off-Grid with our Wind power Generator and Solar Panels.
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The house has a complete home solar power generated electricity system. All the house power is now solar
electricity generated from the sun and wind. We figured out how to do it all for under $180 dollars, not
thousands of dollars. 

Bret learned how to build a home wind power generator and make solar panels to run the house at a cost
within the family budget that they could afford. 

You Can Build A Wind Generator and Solar Panels.

You can build a 800 watt home made wind power generator for under $180 including the tower and how to
build wind generator manuals. The normal time frame that most DIY enthusiast takes is around 2 weeks but
this depends on your work commitments. 

[http://www.make-a-solar-panl.com]

You are probably trying to decide if you can learn how to build a home made wind power generator
yourself. You only need the basic tools for the project and follow the guides as they are explained in step by
step instructions and the build process will fall into place. 

How much will a home made wind power generator cost? Bret has made mention of $180 dollars but this
can surely be reduced by searching your local junk yards and waiting for bargain price accessories for the
build. It depends on how hard you look. Are the parts 

easy to find? Yes!

My make a solar panel package gives you reliable, easy to follow home made wind power generator build
instructions and is explained in full in 

Part B of the Bret’s Package.

# # #

I have produced four comprehensive manuals and Videos on how to make a solar panel and home made
wind power generator construction. 

[http://www.make-a-solar-panl.com]

My manuals have a wealth of information, all kinds of technical stuff, info on how to make solar panels,
home made diy wind power generator, charge controllers, storage batteries, small solar panel wiring
diagrams and information you'll need to build a complete diy home solar power system and how to connect
the power system to use free solar electricity.

--- End ---
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